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Protect your email from Business
Email Compromise and Spoofing
As a business owner, you want to make
sure that your customers only see emails
you’ve sent yourself. Emails are one of
the easiest ways for cyber attackers to
compromise the security of a company
and its servers.

Authenticate
your email
with DMARC
DMARC has been setting the
standard for email security and
anti-phishing measures for years
now. Still, 70-80% of domains
with a published DMARC record
often don’t get DMARC
enforcement.
The thing is, unless you’ve setup
your DMARC solution with the
right policy that either rejects or
quarantines un-authenticated
emails, you’re not enforced! So
someone could still be using
your domain to launch phishing
attacks.

From: customersupport@bank.com

Dear Customer,
We have noticed that you haven’t updated your details for
a while. Please update them using the link below to
continue using our services:
https://www.bank.com/users/update-user-details/
Sincerely,
Customer Support
Bank

That’s why PowerDMARC
is perfect!
As DMARC specialists, we can tailor your solution to your
domain. We handle everything for you:

Configuration
We take care of configuring your SPF, DKIM
and DMARC records for you.

Setup
Once we setup your PowerDMARC
dashboard, you'll gain visibility in no time.

Monitoring
Start your journey by monitoring your email
traffic and identifying your sending sources.

Enforcement
Achieve full DMARC enforcement (p=reject)
in record time through our renowned
managed services.

www.powerdmarc.com

sales@powerdmarc.com

What makes us different?
Easily protect your entire organization from BEC,
spoofing and complex phishing attacks using
our platform’s state of the art features
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Our implementation methods prevent any kind of data loss or
broken emails at any scale, all this at an affordable price.

Ready to prevent brand abuse, scams and gain
insight on your email channel?

Contact us now!

www.powerdmarc.com

sales@powerdmarc.com

